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Abstract
Nowadays,

the

use

of

innovative

Nano-

They are utilized in diverse fields such as

technology in the food industry quality control

laboratory facilities, production of laboratory

has significantly increased and it is widely

covers for impeding the penetration of acidic

employed in numerous fields such as diagnosis

and even microbial materials into the cloths, as

of microbial toxin of foods using Nano-

well as production of anti-acid tiles and ceramics

biosensors, increasing food shelf-life with the

which resist inflammation, absorption of acidic

help of Nano-clay and Nano-silver packaging, as

materials and solvents. Using zinc Nano-

well as changing some of the unpleasant

composites like Nano-titanium dioxide in food

organoleptic properties such as taste, color, and

packaging has also had a paramount effect in

smell which are specifically important in marine

controlling the contamination of products and

products, so that the usage of this technology is

increasing their shelf-life without apparent and

growing with an increasing pace . Numerous

physical changes of the product. Besides

branches of this technology such as Nano-

increasing the shelf-life and lag phase, one of the

injection is used in medical fields in order to

basic implications of Nano-packaging covers is

inject chemical mixtures for chemotherapy to

increasing the durability phase (stability phase)

the patients and avoiding the spread of these

which in line with the discretion of the producer

mixtures in the body organs and blood

can improve the sensual quality of the packaged

circulation system, in a way that the target tissue

samples. These samples can change in terms of

is only affected and goes under chemotherapy.

texture, smell and color depending on the
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and resolve the unpleasant smells disseminated
from chicken, fish and shrimp in most of the
cases.
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Introduction
One of the functions of innovative nano-

metal

technology in the field of food industry and

(antibacterial, increasing the surface tension,

nutrition is the production of food capsules.

resisting the penetration of oxygen and moisture

Nano-capsules are a collection of multivitamins

into the food product). One of the chief types of

and minerals which enable the consumer to

these covers, is the nano-silver packaging cover

survive in the absence of food products for a

(Moaddab et al. 2011).

long time in cases of floods, earthquake, famine,

used

in

them

and

its

property

It is worth mentioning that, in Islam, silver

war and the like (Ahari, Dastmalchi, Ghezelloo,

has

a

sacred

position.

Considering

the

Paykan, Fotovat & Rahmannya 2008).

antibacterial property of this metal in the

Since the time of primitive humans, silver

development of modern nano-technology, its

has been vastly and commonly employed as an

implications in the medical sciences, food

antibacterial metal. For instance, before the

science and industry, is drastically increasing.

second World Ward, in order to prevent the

Today, by employing the nano-technology and

spread of sepsis among soldiers, they placed

using multiple methods for producing particles

silver coins on wounds and injuries; or in the

in nano-scale and transforming the silver metal

time of pharos, so as to mummify the corps,

to nano-metric scale (0 to 50 nm), all its

silver metals were used. Moreover, to increase

antibacterial properties are largely increased and

the shelf-life of milk, dairy and vegetables, they

it has gained multiple usages, including its

used silver containers unknowingly for keeping

function in packaging covers in order to enhance

food products (Moaddab, Ahari, Shahbazzadeh,

the shelf-life of food products. The smaller the

Motallebi, Anvar, Rahman-Nya & Shokrgozar

nano-scale materials, it would be the higher

2011).

antibacterial effectiveness (Ahari et al. 2008).

Nowadays, research on the stability (bio-

In a scale of zero to one hundred, the

availability) rate, digestion, and absorption of

production of smaller particles nearer to the

these capsules are of a paramount importance.

range of 10 nanometers are preferred due to the

1-Nano-package

Covers

and

Their

Mechanism of Function

increase of antibacterial properties. However,
the more the size of particles get closer to this
rage, the chance of amassing the particles is

One of the main products of nano-technology in
the field of food industry is the use of nanopackaging covers including nano-silver, nanoclay, nano-gold, and nano-cupper. Each one of
these covers are classified based on the main
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sharply increased, to the extent that this
phenomenon is one of the most important
chemical risks to the safety of food products,
since after the transformation of the particles to
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Nano-scale, all physical, chemical, microbial,

the food product is 0 ppm. This indicates lack of

and even electric ductility of the particles are

nano-particles release into the food products

changed or in some materials, they are

(Shahbazzadeh,

extraordinarily

Moaddab, Asadi, Shokrgozar & Rahman-Nya

increased

(Duncan

2011,

Carbone, Donia, Sabbatella & Antiochia 2016).

Ahari,

Motalebi,

Anvar,

2011).

After the entrance of these particles to the

In nano-packaging covers, an element was

biological system of the body, they become

used as conveyor which was mostly the

amassed in many of the organs like kidney, liver

combination of Tio2. Tio2 has photocalystic

and

carcinogenic,

properties and induces silver antibacterial

symptoms

properties or any other metal that has been

(Shahbazzadeh, Ahari, Rahimi, Dastmalchi,

coded on it, and after provoking status, electron

Soltani, Fotovat, Rahmannya & Khorasani

returns to the layer before the last in the metal

2009).

(Hannon, Kerry, Cruz-Romero, Azlin-Hasim,

spleen

teratogenic

and
and

lead

into

mutagenic

2-The Study of Toxicity and Release of

Morris & Cummins 2016).
Today, in most of the nano-silver packaging

the Nanoparticles in the Packaging Covers

covers, the silver particles cover the titanium
One of the main obsessions of the humans in
using the nano-packaging covers, is the lack of
nano-particles release from the cover to the
packaged product. In case of release, the
particles use the food as the conveyor, enter the

metal, as Tio2 has sponge features and the silver
particles which have been transformed to
nanoscale become coded in its pores, and due to
the neocatalytic features of titanium, they induce
their antibacterial property (Ahari et al. 2008).

biological system of body and be accumulated in
3-The Function of Nano-packaging Covers

many of the organs (Moaddab et al. 2011).
After expiration of the product, in order to

Nano-packaging covers are used for 2 and in

check the rate of the nano-particles remaining in

some cases for 3 purposes. In the first case, these

the packaged products several testing methods

covers are used for increasing the shelf-life of

such as titration and immigration, as well as

the food products by increasing the duration of

adjacency of food with cover are utilized (it is

the log phase . The more this phase is increased

worthy of note that the sensitivity level of

and the more entering the log phase is

titration

is

than

the

postponed, the more effective the function and

to

the

role of packaging cover, since this is important

international standard of BPA, is less than 10

from the microbiological aspect of the food

ppm rate of remaining nano-particles and the

products. It should be pinpointed that the

standard of release rate of the nano-particles into

difference in the nano-packaging covers lies in

immigration
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increasing the lag phase or the shelf-life (Huang,

long time and is unpleasant for many of the

Li

passengers. Hence, through adding flavor with a

&

Zhou

2015,

Srividya,

Ghoora

&

Padmanabh 2017).

packaging covers during the food products

In the second case, so as to change some of

preservation, the product will become desirable

the organoleptic properties like smell, taste, and

for the customers (Su, Lin, Chen, Wu & Wang

even in some cases, in order to change the flavor

2017).

nano-packaging covers were used (Farrokhi,

In the third case, this is of high importance

Ahari & Abedini 2016, Ahari, Kakoolaki &

for marketing and even attracting the customers

Anvar 2017).

in the shops pallets which is a topic in the field

In

many

materials

like

airlines,

the
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distribution of food products causes emission of

of food products marketing and not the concern
of this article (Tierney 2017).

a particular stink that remains in the cabin for a

Fig 1: Regulation of Nano particles (Ag) by SEM .

4-Different methods of producing Nano-silver packaging:
Among the common methods for packaging

microbial aspect of food products is the melting

nano-silver covers, it can be referred to SoL to

solvent (melt mixing) method (Carbone et al.

gel and gel to SoL. One of the simple and

2016, Su et al. 2017).

relatively cheap methods for producing nano-

The very important point in using each of

silver packaging covers is the casting method.

these methods, is the lack of need to using

Another method which is appropriate from the

halogen elements like chlorine, bromine, and

64
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iodine; because the mixing tendency of silver

and their reaction with silver nano-particles,

with the halogen group elements is very high

their negative and incorrect responses in the

and causes precipitation of silver-chloride,

evaluation of the antibacterial test of the nano-

the

silver covers. Consequently, the covers that have

realization of antibacterial property of silver

such feature are reported in the reverse form.

nano-particles so that the cover of produced

One of the most important notes in the

package has no impact on the shelf-life of the

evaluation of the properties of nano-silver

food products (Alinejad Dizaj, Mahdaviani,

covers, is removing the halogen elements and

Tabarsi, Ahari, Ebrahimi, Nadji, Emami &

not using these mixtures in the test (Vera,

Mortaz 2016).

Echegoyen, Canellas, Nerin, Palomo, Madrid &

silver-bromide

and

…and

prevents

In some of the microbial tests like total

Camara 2016, De Silva, Mantilaka, Ratnayake,

count, serial dilution, and inhibition zone, in

Amaratunga & de Silva 2017, D. Li, Ye, Jiang &

case of the existence of the halogen elements

Luo 2017).

Fig 2 Nano silver particle with TEM
With regard to the conducted researches on the

much

microbial aspects of the packaging covers, the

Harashima 2007, Bumbudsanpharoke & Ko

use of Nano-silver lacking the property release

2015, Gallocchio, Cibin, Biancotto, Roccato,

to the packaged products and silver Nano-

Muzzolon, Carmen, Simone, Manodori, Fabrizi,

particles which lack titanium combinations as

Patuzzi & Ricci 2016) .

conveyors of silver Nano-particles have been

65

more

common

(Kogure,

Akita

&
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Fig 3 No Homogeneous silver particle on acetonitrile solution
There exists a gap for the evaluation and

Nowadays, considering the large volume of

research of the herbal essence as another

the covers, Nano-covers have a more cost-

effective antibacterial material in the covers.

effective final cost in comparison with the

This is while considering the temperature range

covers devoid of Nano-particles, as the smaller

of the essences, they are very important as due

the produced particles are in the nonmetric scale,

to the use of higher temperature in the electrode,

the ration of surface to volume would be

denotation and destruction of sulfuric bounds in

drastically increased. For instance, with 10

the texture and effective herbal mixture would

grams of silver, about billions of Nano-silver

be deactivate in effect.

particles can be produced. This is to mean that

The use of nano-particles synthetic covers

economically, it is more cost-effective for the

like Nano-clay and Nano-silver can bring about

producers and it would reduce the final cost of

antibacterial

higher

the packaged product (Lin, Li, Zhong, Zhao,

consistency of the covers through increasing the

Xiao & Wang 2014, D. Li et al. 2017, L. Li,

adhesion.

Zhao, Zhang, Yao, Yang, Hu, Wang & Cao

property

and

cause

2017).
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One of the very important points in

beluga, Iranian saffron, shrimp, rainbow trout,

employing the Nano-packaging covers is the

disposable bread and grinded meat, have been

health of food, namely the protection against

conducted through casting and Nano-silver

oxygen, controlled release of the food product,

covers based on Tio2. However, there exists a

improvement of taste and flavor, transfer of the

need to utilize other Nano-particles such as

nutrition via Nano-capsules, and evaluating the

copper and clay in combination or herbal

quality and safety of food (Luo, Wang, Wang &

additives seed essence, rosemary, Shirazi thyme

Feng 2014, Ramos, Jimenez, Peltzer & Garrigos

(Zataria multiflora boiss), and other plants in

2014, Vera et al. 2016).

order to enhance the quality and flavor of the

The use of Nano-silver particles inside

Downloaded from ijaah.ir at 0:36 +0430 on Wednesday June 20th 2018

packaging covers increases the volume to

packaged supplies like chicken, fish and shrimp
(Moaddab et al. 2011).

surface ratio and the number of metal atoms in

One of the pre-occupations of the mankind

each unit of the surface, consequently, it

is the release of Nano-particles; hence, more

provides a better and more contact with the

precise investigations have been carried out on

pathogen

the bio-safety of the packaging covers so as to

M.O.s

and

is

utilized

as

an

antimicrobial material against bacteria, viruses

prevent the release of Nano-particles.

and other M.O.s. Hence, we can produce covers

It is shown in the research done by Ahari et

that increase the shelf-life of the food products

al. (2009), in Tehran University article, that

and decrease the microbial load which are

Nano-silver particles in direct contact have

directly related to the size of Nano-particles

adverse effect on liver, fan chit cells and

(Yamada, Kogure, Nakamura, Inoue, Akita,

fibroblast. Therefore, the lack of release of the

Nagatsugi, Sasaki, Suhara & Harashima 2005).

Nano-particles in the Nano-packaging covers is

Considering the reduction of the food

considered a main condition in packaging

resources and finish of many sources, one of the

(Cozzolino, Nilsson, Iotti, Sacchi, Piga & Farris

main obsessions of the todays’ world is how to

2013, Bumbudsanpharoke & Ko 2015).

prevent the waste of food products like

The studies carried out on how to increase

expensive supplies such as saffron and caviar.

the adhesion of the nano-packaging covers

This per se is one of the chief reasons for the

through the insemination study of different heats

development of innovative Nano-technology and

in the process of cover production, which is

food industry, quality control, safety and

intended to fuse the Nano-particles into the

hygiene of the food products.

cover, indicate that the lower the temperature,

By far, numerous research projects aimed to

the less the herbal effective materials are

increase the shelf-life of food products such as

destroyed and the adhesion of the cover

meatloaves, cocktail sausages, beluga caviar,

decreases; hence, less nano-particles are coated

67
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and the other way round (De Silva et al. 2017,

Similarly, the horizontal force microscope test is

Deus, Kehrenberg, Schaudien, Klein & Krischek

also utilized (Kogure et al. 2007, Hyeon, Kim &

2017).

Park 2013, Gallocchio et al. 2016) .

The production of nano-packaging covers

5-Silver Composites Function Mechanism

with the property of changing colors through the

against Micro-organisms:

use of sensors being tagged by them, such as gas

The fatal effect of the silver Nano-particles starts

sensors and biosensors, is one of the newest

with the attachment of the Nano-particles to the

branches of nano-packaging which is employed

surface of the membrane and impede certain

for the diagnosis of product freshness, flavor,

cellular activities like respiration, metabolism,

and the final quality and expiration date (via

membrane

diagnostic labels with radio frequencies).

influenced by the small size of the silver Nano-

transfers,

etc.

this

theory

is

From among the tests used for approving

particles. In other words, the smaller the Nano-

and validating the production of Nano-particles

particles, the higher the effectiveness, as with

in Nano-packaging covers, it can be referred to

the increase of particles surface, their attachment

the visible-ultraviolet spectroscopy. In this

to the surface of the micro-organism cells

method, Nano-particles are produced in a very

surface

short time (the matter of few minutes). This is

antibacterial property is also enhanced. The

while the production of these particles through

silver

other methods such as light radiation, takes

lipopolysaccharide molecules, enter the cell and

several hours. Usually the silver Nano-particles

augment the penetrance of the membrane. Upon

peak is observed in 400-450 nanometer range

the entrance and attachment to DNA, they

which has a maximum and is in a disk and

prevent the reproduction of bacteria DNA, hence

sphere form. The existence of this peak in the

bacteria do not reproduce and gain bacteriostatic

graph is resulted from visible spectroscopy

Bactericidal acetate quality. The silver ions

graphs; and its symmetry is indicative of the

destroy the bacteria through substitution reaction

homogeneity of the particles. Similarly, the tests

of SH bands in the bacteria membrane to Ags

of

(Silver sulfide) and project bactericide qualities

the

SEM

(Electron

Microscope)

for

evaluating the size of particles and TEM, XRD
and AFM microscopes were employed for
imaging the covers.

increases

and

Nano-particles

consequently,

dialyze

their

the

(D. Li et al. 2017).
Based on the published articles, the Nanoparticles, smaller than 20 nano-meters, easily

The other test used in confirming the covers

influence pseudomonas and E. coli bacteria in

in terms of being Nano is the X-ray diffraction

the packaging covers. The antibacterial qualities

range. This test indicates the success of silver

of nano-material photo catalysts such as Tio2

metal being successfully coded on the covers.

which enjoys photo catalytic qualities has shown
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that there is a strong bound between the Nano-

(PSA) is evaluated. Ultimately, PSA system is

particles of Tio2 and the outer layer of

another

Staphylococcus areus bacteria, so that it brings

representing

about the impediment of the transfer and enzyme

composing the cover (D. Li et al. 2017, L. Li et

activities

al. 2017).

in

the

between

plasma

the

that

hands

scatter

of

us
the

a

graph

particles

membrane and bacteria cell wall and ultimately

Conclusion

leads to Liz bacteria cell Of the bacteria cell,

Nano-technology as a novel field of science has

impediment of the DNA and protein syntheses,

potentials for improvement of the quality and

and consequently, the death of cell due to the

safety of the food products. The most prevalent

termination of its vital activities.

function of Nano-technology is in packaging and
for

diagnosis of the food pathogenic factors. Due to

Measurement of Diameter and Distribution of

the change in the molecular structure of the

Nano-particles:

covers, this science has made a significant

Nano-emulsions and Nano-packaging produced

revolution in the packaging industry. As Nano-

using zeta seizer machine are measured and

covers are impervious to oxygen and moisture,

determining the size of particles using this

silver particles can prevent the growth of

machine is with the help of photodynamic

bacteria and mildew in the food products

method. The Brownian motion of these particles

packaging and lead to a sharp decrease in the

are measured inside the colloid systems. This

clutch of food products. Today, using zinc

machine

the

Nano-composites like Nano-titanium dioxide in

distribution of Nano-particles sizes based on he

food packaging has also had a paramount effect

averages light intensity (Z-Average), in a way

in controlling the contamination of products and

that the larger the diffracted light intensity

increasing their shelf-life without apparent and

particles, the less the brawny movement of the

physical changes

nano-particles and the average diameter of the

increasing the shelf-life and lag phase, one of the

nano-particles are reported as the average Z-

basic implications of Nano-packaging covers is

Average Finally, the Nano-emulsions stability

increasing the durability phase (stability phase)

test is conducted as they are transferred to the 20

which in line with the discretion of the producer

to 30 nano-meter bottles with a plastic lid,

can improve the sensual quality of the packaged

wrapped in aluminum foil, and kept in 30

samples. These samples can change in terms of

degrees of centigrade for 3 months. By

texture, smell and color depending n the

observing the apparent status and measuring the

additives added to the Nano-packaging covers

changes happening in the average diameter of

and resolve the unpleasant smells disseminated

Nano-particles in 30 to 60 days’ time intervals

from chicken, fish and shrimp in most of the

6-Determining
Downloaded from ijaah.ir at 0:36 +0430 on Wednesday June 20th 2018
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is

the

capable

Zeta

of

Potential

calculating

of the

product. Beside
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cases (Shahbazzadeh et al. 2009, Moaddab et al.

Journal of King Saud University - Science 28(4),

2011, Shahbazzadeh et al. 2011, Soltani,

273-279.

Esfandiary, Sajadi, Khazraeenia, Bahonar &
Cozzolino, C.A., Nilsson, F., Iotti, M., Sacchi,

Ahari 2011).

B., Piga, A. & Farris, S. (2013) Exploiting the
nano-sized features of microfibrillated cellulose
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امروزه استفاده از فناوری های نوین نانو در حوزه کنترل کیفیت صنایع غذایی رشد بسیار چشمگیری داشته و در گرایش های
متعددی از جمله تشخیص سموم میکروبی مواد غذایی از طریق نانو زیست حسگرها ،افزایش زمان ماندگاری مواد غذایی از طریق
پوشش های بسته بندی نانورس و نانو نقره و هم چنین در زمینه تغییر برخی از خواص مشمئز کننده ارگانولپتیکی همچون طعم،
رنگ و بو علی الخصوص در فرآورده های آبزیان نقش بسیار مهمی را ایفاد نموده به طوری که استفاده از این فناوری با سرعت
بسیار زیادی در حال رشد و توسعه می باشد.
گرایش های متعددی از این فناوری همچون  Nano Injectionدر حوزه های پزشکی به منظور تزریق ترکیبات شیمیایی در
شیمی درمانی افراد بیمار و جلوگیری از پخش شدن این ترکیبات در دستگاه ها و سیستم گردش خون بدن مورد استفاده قرار می
گیرد و یا در حوزه های متنوعی همچون تجهیزات آزمایشگاهی ،تولید روپوش های آزمایشگاهی ،تولید کاشی ها و سرامیک های
آنتی اسید به جهت جلوگیری از اشتعال ،جذب مواد اسیدی و حالل ها کاربرد دارد،یکی از اصلی ترین تولیدات فناوری نانو در
حوزه صن ایع غذایی ،استفاده از پوشش های بسته بندی نانو از جمله نانو نقره ،نانورس ،نانو طال و نانو مس می باشد .هر یک از این
پوشش ها با توجه به فلز اصلی به کار برده شده در آن و خاصیتی که دارند ،تقسیم بندی می شوند.
امروزه با بکارگیری فناوری نوین نانو ،روش های متعدد تو لید ذرات در مقیاس نانو و تبدیل شدن فلز نقره به مقیاس نانومتریک،
تمامی خصوصیات آنتی باکتریال آن به میزان بسیار زیادی افزایش و مصارف گوناگونی از جمله کاربری در پوشش های بسته بندی
به منظور افزایش زمان ماندگاری مواد غذایی پیدا نموده است.
یکی از نکات بسار مهم د ر کاربرد پوشش های بسته بندی نانو ،سالمت غذا همچون محافظت در برابر اکسیداسیون ،رهایش کنترل
شده مواد غذایی ،بهبود طعم و مزه ،انتقال مواد غذایی توسط نانو کپسول ها و بررسی کیفیت و ایمنی مواد غذایی می باشد.
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استفاده از نانوامولیسیون های نوآوری شده و پوشش های کامپوزیتی نانونقره برای

